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Abstract
Increased transparency in study design and 
analysis is one proposed solution to the perceived 
reproducibility crisis facing science. Systematic 
review and meta- analysis—through which 
individual studies on a specific association 
are ascertained, assessed for quality and 
quantitatively combined—is a critical process for 
building consensus in medical research. However, 
the conventional publication model creates 
static evidence summaries that force the quality 
assessment criteria and analytical choices of a 
small number of authors onto all stakeholders, 
some of whom will have different views on the 
quality assessment and key features of the analysis. 
This leads to discordant inferences from meta- 
analysis results and delayed arrival at consensus. 
We propose a shift to interactive meta- analysis, 
through which stakeholders can take control of the 
evidence synthesis using their own quality criteria 
and preferred analytic approach—including the 
option to incorporate prior information on the 
association in question—to reveal how their 
summary estimate differs from that reported 
by the original analysts. We demonstrate this 
concept using a web- based meta- analysis of the 
association between genetic variation in a key 
tamoxifen- metabolising enzyme and breast cancer 
recurrence in tamoxifen- treated women. We 
argue that interactive meta- analyses would speed 
consensus- building to the degree that they reveal 
invariance of inferences to different study selection 
and analysis criteria. On the other hand, when 
inferences are found to differ substantially as a 
function of these choices, the disparities highlight 
where future research resources should be invested 
to resolve lingering sources of disagreement.

Introduction
Ninety per cent of scientists surveyed by the journal 
Nature agreed that there is a reproducibility crisis 
facing science.1 Among the proposed solutions to 
the perceived crisis is increasing the transparency 
with which scientific research is conducted and 
reported.2 In clinical research, opportunities for 
increasing transparency include pre- registration 
of planned analyses and publicly posting the data 
sets and analytical code that produced published 
results. For example, when reporting an adjusted 
estimate of association between an exposure and 

outcome, authors present results from a modelling 
approach they deemed plausible for yielding an 
unconfounded estimate. Inevitably, some of the 
paper’s readers will disagree with their choice of 
statistical model, the set of variables for which the 
association was adjusted and how specific varia-
bles were operationalised in models—any of which 
may challenge the validity of the reported associa-
tion. In such scenarios, access to the original data 
and statistical code allow independent re- anal-
ysis to address potential limitations in published 
research. Transparency of this sort is expected to 
speed the process of consensus building in science 
and reduce the apparent disagreement in the 
conclusions of related studies.2 3 To this end, there 
have been prominent calls for data sharing,3 4 but 
the promise of this approach is hampered by reali-
ties imposed by data privacy concerns.

Meta-analysis as a model scenario for poor 
transparency
Issues surrounding scientific reproducibility and 
transparency are showcased in the context of 
systematic review and meta- analysis—the process 
by which the set of studies of a specific expo-
sure–outcome association are extracted from the 
literature, critically evaluated and (if appropriate) 
quantitatively combined to yield succinct summa-
ries of evidence.5 Meta- analyses are an essential 
conduit for dissemination of clinical research find-
ings,6 especially now that the rate of publication on 
a given topic often outpaces the capacity of busy 
stakeholders to read, evaluate and synthesise the 
literature on their own. Lately, the publication rate 
for meta- analyses has increased disproportionately 
to the publication rate for all medical literature.7–9 
This rise may be attributable to a high frequency 
of redundant meta- analyses on a specific topic, to 
absence of administrative and financial barriers to 
conducting meta- analyses, and to the relative ease 
with which meta- analyses can be performed in an 
academic climate of publication- centric incentives 
for career advancement.7 9 Furthermore, rampant 
production of meta- analyses is associated with 
low- quality and biased reports, as illustrated by 
their apparent use as a promotional medium for 
special interests.9–14

Conventional (frequentist) meta- analyses 
assign a weight to each included study (eg, in 
proportion to each study’s precision), but the choice 
of which studies to include is left to the authors’ 
assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of 
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candidate studies collected from the literature. Under this conven-
tional approach, readers of meta- analyses are at the mercy of the 
authors’ discretion—though their own assessment of study quality 
may have differed substantially, had they been presented with the 
entirety of the evidence base. As in the regression example above, 
the meta- analytic result that a given reader would have arrived at, 
subject to their own training and judgement, may differ substan-
tially from the published result. To improve the transparency and 
applicability of this process, we propose herein a novel, interactive 
approach to the conduct and dissemination of meta- analyses. Our 
approach promotes transparency in both conduct and reporting 
of meta- analyses, and we illustrate it using an ongoing, contro-
versial topic from the breast oncology literature: the association 
between CYP2D6 gene variants and breast cancer recurrence 
among women receiving tamoxifen therapy.15

Example topic: tamoxifen pharmacogenetics
Tamoxifen, a selective oestrogen receptor modulator, has been 
prescribed for decades to prevent recurrence of oestrogen receptor 
(ER)–positive breast cancer.16 It accomplishes this by binding 
ER on breast tumour cells, blocking its activation by oestrogens 
and subsequent growth signalling. While tamoxifen is capable 
of binding and blocking ER in its native chemical form, it is 
also oxidised in the liver into several metabolites with higher 
ER affinity. These metabolites are presumed to exert a substan-
tial proportion of tamoxifen’s pharmacological effect. The 
cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes catalysing the oxidation reac-
tions are highly polymorphic, and some variant alleles yield less- 
active or completely inactive enzyme products compared with 
wild- type alleles. While 5 years of tamoxifen treatment cuts the 
rate of breast cancer recurrence approximately in half,17 treat-
ment fails in a substantial number of patients. Women who carry 
reduced- activity CYP alleles may produce insufficient levels of the 
most- active tamoxifen metabolites and may therefore have higher 
rates of breast cancer recurrence on therapy. Identification of host 
or tumour biomarkers to predict tamoxifen failure has been a 
research priority. Much of this research has focused on CYP2D6, 
a dominant CYP enzyme in the tamoxifen metabolic pathway. 
The CYP2D6 gene is currently known to carry more than 100 
well- characterised variant alleles.18 19 About 40 of these alleles 
are associated with reduced activity or non- functioning enzymes, 
but most epidemiological research has focused on the two most 
prevalent detrimental alleles, *4 and *10. The CYP2D6*4 allele 
(rs3892097) is observed in about one- fifth of people with Euro-
pean ancestry and encodes an inactive enzyme. The CYP2D6*10 
allele (rs1065852) is observed in about one- third of people with 
Asian ancestry and encodes a reduced- activity enzyme.

Epidemiological evidence
Most tamoxifen pharmacoepidemiology studies have meas-
ured associations between CYP2D6 variants and the rate of 
breast cancer recurrence or breast cancer–specific mortality in 
tamoxifen- treated women. There are important considerations to 
bear in mind when assessing the evidence contributed by these 
studies. The most important of these are variations in source 
population (primarily Asian vs Caucasian),20 sets of CYP2D6 
alleles assayed (*4, *10 and others)21 and source of DNA used 
for genotyping (tumour tissue vs non- neoplastic tissue)22—all of 
which could influence the magnitude and/or validity of study 
results. Furthermore, prior knowledge of tamoxifen pharmacology 
and efficacy places an upper limit on the expected relative risk 
associating variant alleles with recurrence.23 We explain each of 
these in turn.

Consideration 1: heterogeneity according to study population and 
CYP2D6 alleles
Effect estimates are expected to vary by CYP2D6 functional status, 
which is informed by the source population and the set of CYP2D6 
allele(s) used to define metaboliser status. From the underlying 
biological rationale, carriers of the *4 allele (most prevalent in 
Caucasians) are expected to have a higher rate of recurrence than 
carriers of the *10 allele (most prevalent in Asians) since the *4 
variant completely eliminates enzyme function, while the *10 
allele merely attenuates enzyme function. Relative risks associ-
ating CYP2D6 variants with recurrence should therefore be higher 
magnitude in Caucasian/*4 studies than in Asian/*10 studies.

Consideration 2: heterogeneity due to DNA source
DNA source may affect study estimates. Recall that it is hepatic 
CYP2D6 that catalyses the oxidation of tamoxifen, and so 
germline genotype—not tumour genotype—is the aetiologically 
important exposure to measure. Tumour- derived DNA may cause 
misclassification of germline genotype due to loss of heterozy-
gosity, when one copy of the gene is deleted as a consequence of 
genetic changes in the induction phase of the tumour.22 Relative 
risks from studies that used tumour DNA may therefore have an 
expected bias towards the null since heterozygotes would be more 
likely misclassified as homozygous for the higher- prevalence 
wild- type allele.

Consideration 3: a biological limit on the magnitude of association
Another important consideration is that the relative risk asso-
ciating CYP2D6 function and breast cancer recurrence among 
those on tamoxifen has an upper limit of approximately 2.22 23 
This follows from the well- established effect of tamoxifen treat-
ment, which is to reduce the recurrence rate by about half,17 23 and 
the supposition that tamoxifen- treated women with completely 
inactive CYP2D6 enzyme should not have a recurrence risk any 
higher than women with wild- type CYP2D6 who are not treated 
with tamoxifen. Despite this plausible limit, many studies report 
relative risk estimates substantially higher than 2, which calls 
into question the validity of their findings. Furthermore, the 
evidence on which this limit was derived was known before any 
of the pharmacogenetic studies was published, and could have 
been easily incorporated into evidence summaries using Bayesian 
approaches to meta- analysis.24

Meta-analyses of CYP2D6 variation and breast cancer recurrence 
in tamoxifen-treated women
To date, there have been seven meta- analyses, published between 
2010 and 2017, of studies reporting the association between 
impaired CYP2D6 function and breast cancer outcomes in 
tamoxifen- treated women.25–31 Table 1 summarises the character-
istics and results of these meta- analyses, which vary substantially 
in their quality assessment criteria, population targets and eligi-
bility criteria. Summary relative risks ranged from 1.25 to 2.08, 
and no meta- analysis formally incorporated the well- established 
biological and clinical trial information about the likely effect 
of CYP2D6 impairment on recurrence risk in tamoxifen- treated 
women.23

Web-based meta-analysis addresses the limitations of 
conventional reports
Stakeholders in the CYP2D6/tamoxifen topic area could readily 
identify faults with some of the CYP2D6/tamoxifen meta- analyses 
in table 1. For example, three of the seven meta- analyses excluded 
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Table 1 Summary of published meta- analyses of the association 
between impaired CYP2D6 function and disease- free survival among 
patients with breast cancer treated with tamoxifen

Author
Year 
published

Number 
of studies 
included Population(s)

Summary
RR (95% CI)

Seruga 2010 10 All 1.41 (0.94 to 2.10)

Lum 2013 25 All 1.34 (1.17 to 1.54)

Zeng 2013 20 All 1.37 (1.12 to 1.69)

Cronin- 
Fenton

2014 30 All 2.08 (1.40 to 3.10)

Jung 2014 10 All 1.60 (1.04 to 2.47)

Province 2014 10 All 1.25 (1.06 to 1.47)

Lu 2017 15 Asian 1.79 (1.14 to 2.80)

RR, relative risk.

Figure 1 Screen shot of the web- based meta- analysis for the association between genetic impairment of CYP2D6 function and breast cancer recurrence 
or mortality.

studies because they did not report associations as HRs26 30 31—
which was neither necessary nor advisable5—leading to exclusion 
of at least half the evidence base from their summaries. Disa-
greement with the approach to a meta- analysis will naturally sow 
distrust in its results, and readers are unlikely to accept a summary 
of an evidence base until that summary reflects their own study 
selection criteria and preferred analytical approach. We contend 
that an open, web- based meta- analysis would be a more effective 
and transparent medium for disseminating quantitative summa-
ries of an evidence base—especially in a topic area with appre-
ciable heterogeneity of study findings—than the conventional 
static- page format. To illustrate, we have built a web- based meta- 
analysis for the CYP2D6/tamoxifen topic area.

Methods
Search criteria and study selection
We carried out a systematic review of published literature on the 
association between genetic modification of CYP2D6 activity and 
breast cancer outcomes in tamoxifen- treated women. Detailed 
search parameters and study selection criteria are provided in the 

“Background and search criteria” tab of the web application refer-
enced below. Briefly, we identified relevant studies by searching 
the MEDLINE database using terms to capture tamoxifen, the 
CYP2D6 gene/enzyme, breast cancer and pharmacogenomics. We 
imposed an English- language restriction on the search results. All 
papers published or presented as abstracts through 31 January 
2020 were reviewed. We included studies that compared rates 
of breast cancer recurrence or breast cancer–specific mortality 
between women who carry two variant CYP2D6 alleles and 
women who carry two wild- type CYP2D6 alleles. When papers 
reported findings from duplicate study samples, we retained only 
the most recent report. From each study, we abstracted the first 
author’s surname, year of publication, PubMed ID, country in 
which the study population was enrolled, the DNA source used for 
genotyping (tumour or non- neoplastic tissue), the set of CYP2D6 
alleles genotyped, whether the study population was predom-
inately Asian or Caucasian, and the summary relative estimate 
of effect and its 95% CI. No studies were excluded based on our 
assessment of potential bias.

Development of web-based meta-analysis
We built a web- based meta- analysis platform (available at 
http:// galaxy. med. uvm. edu: 3838/ thomasahern/ 2d6meta/ or 
https:// tpahern. shinyapps. io/ 2d6meta) using the Shiny package 
for the R statistical programming language, both of which are 
freely available.32 Shiny allows complicated analytical code to 
be wrapped in a customisable web- based user interface, giving 
stakeholders without programming expertise an opportunity to 
alter initial meta- analyses with intuitive point- and- click inputs. 
Once deployed on a server, Shiny applications are accessible by 
anyone with an internet- connected computing device (including 
smartphones and tablets). We built our web- based meta- analysis 
(figure  1) to comply with reporting recommendations set forth 
in the “Meta- Analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology” 
(MOOSE) and “Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta- Analyses” (PRISMA) statements.33 34 It therefore includes 
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Table 2 Results of conventional (frequentist) and Bayesian meta- 
analyses of the association between impaired CYP2D6 function and 
disease- free survival among patients with breast cancer treated with 
tamoxifen, under a variety of study selection criteria

Selection criterion Meta- analysis type* Summary RR (95% CI)

All studies Conventional 1.53 (1.25 to 1.87)

Bayesian, vague 1.51 (1.23 to 1.90)

Bayesian, informative 1.49 (1.25 to 1.80)

Caucasian/*4 Conventional 1.25 (1.06 to 1.49)

Bayesian, vague 1.25 (1.05 to 1.50)

Bayesian, informative 1.28 (1.10 to 1.51)

Asian/*10 Conventional 2.44 (1.48 to 4.03)

Bayesian, vague 2.15 (1.25 to 3.69)

Bayesian, informative 1.67 (1.22 to 2.24)

RR ≤2 Conventional 1.22 (1.05 to 1.41)

Bayesian, vague 1.21 (1.01 to 1.42)

Bayesian, informative 1.25 (1.07 to 1.44)

Tumour DNA Conventional 1.19 (0.94 to 1.51)

Bayesian, vague 1.18 (0.88 to 1.55)

Bayesian, informative 1.26 (1.02 to 1.56)

Non- neoplastic 
DNA

Conventional 1.85 (1.40 to 2.46)

Bayesian, vague 1.81 (1.33 to 2.51)

Bayesian, informative 1.65 (1.31 to 2.08)

Random- effects models were used for the conventional analyses. 
Bayesian models used either vague or informative priors as described 
in the methods section.

RR, relative risk.

comprehensive background information about the CYP2D6/
tamoxifen topic, the objectives for the meta- analysis, our litera-
ture search criteria, selection criteria from our systematic review 
and a tabulation of key information about the studies comprising 
the evidence base. We included options for conventional35 and 
Bayesian36 modelling approaches, the latter of which should be 
selected by users who wish to incorporate a prior distribution 
for the association into the meta- analytical summary. Conven-
tional meta- analyses can use either a fixed- effects or random- 
effects framework—the latter of which uses the DerSimonian- Laird 
model.37 Source data for the meta- analysis and all computer code 
for the web application are freely available on GitHub ( github. 
com/ tpahern/ shiny-  2d6meta).

Meta-analysis statistical methods
To illustrate the intended use of web- based meta- analysis by 
stakeholders in a specific topic area, we generated summaries of 
the association between CYP2D6 impairment and breast cancer 
outcome under three different modelling approaches (conven-
tional random- effects meta- analysis and two Bayesian random- 
effects meta- analyses with different prior distributions) and with 
five selected subsets of the evidence base (studies measuring 
the *4 variant in Caucasian populations, studies measuring the 
*10 variant in Asian populations, studies with relative risk ≤2, 
studies using tumour- derived DNA and studies using DNA derived 
from non- neoplastic tissue). The Bayesian meta- analyses in our 
example used upper and lower 95% relative risk limits corre-
sponding either to vague or to informative prior distributions for 
the CYP2D6/recurrence association. The vague prior was defined 
as a null- centred normal distribution with 95% of relative risks 
falling between 0.25 and 4 (ie, ~N(mean=0, variance=0.5)) and the 
informative prior was defined as a normal distribution centred on 
a relative risk of 1.41 (halfway between the null and the presumed 
maximum relative risk of 2 on the log scale), with variance of 
0.031 (ie, ~N(0.347, 0.03)), corresponding to a prior belief that 
the relative risk falls between 1 and 2 with 95% certainty. Appli-
cation users may specify other normal priors for the association 
by inputting different presumed upper and lower limits for the 
centred 95% density; the application then reports the mean and 
variance and plots the resulting distribution for visual reference. 
A fixed Jeffreys prior for the heterogeneity parameter (τ) was used 
for all analyses, though users can select other forms.

Results
Our systematic review identified 36 eligible studies of CYP2D6 
impairment in relation to breast cancer recurrence or breast 
cancer–specific mortality. Studies were heterogeneous with 
respect to the sets of CYP2D6 allele(s) assayed, source of DNA for 
genotyping (tumour vs non- neoplastic), study populations (Euro-
pean vs Asian), outcome (BC mortality vs recurrence) and in their 
susceptibility to specific biases (eg, immortal person- time). Char-
acteristics of these studies are reported under the “Study informa-
tion” tab of the web application.

Table 2 reports results from the set of frequentist and Bayesian 
meta- analyses described above. Frequentist meta- analysis based 
on the entire set of eligible studies yielded a summary relative 
risk of 1.53 (95% CI 1.25 to 1.87). Bayesian meta- analyses of all 
eligible studies produced similar summary estimates, regardless of 
whether the vague or informative prior was used. This pattern of 
summary estimates for the analysis types was consistent within 
all of the key study subgroups (Asian/*10, Caucasian/*4, non- 
neoplastic DNA, tumour DNA and relative risk ≤2). Summary esti-
mates of effect were more heterogeneous when compared between 

these subgroups. For example, focusing on results from frequen-
tist meta- analysis, the summary relative risk ranged from 1.19 
(95% CI 0.94 to 1.51) in the tumour DNA subgroup to 2.44 (95% 
CI 1.48 to 4.03) in the Asian/*10 subgroup. These general observa-
tions might lead to some additional fine- tuning in study selection. 
For example, manually trimming the set of Asian/*10 studies to 
those reporting relative risks ≤2 (ie, within the range of biolog-
ical plausibility) yields a summary relative risk of 1.62 (95% CI 
1.13 to 2.32), which overlaps substantially with the interval from 
the frequentist meta- analysis of studies genotyping from tumour 
DNA. Similarly, starting with the set of studies with relative 
risk ≤2 and manually removing those that did not genotype the 
non- functional *4 variant yields a conventional meta- analytical 
summary estimate of 1.17 (95% CI 1.02 to 1.35). Users may fine- 
tune the set of contributing studies in this way by checking or 
unchecking boxes next to each eligible study. For example, a user 
might uncheck studies that they consider at high risk for bias.

Discussion
Taken together, the results of the various approaches to the 
CYP2D6/tamoxifen meta- analysis show that the choice of analyt-
ical method (frequentist vs Bayesian model, and vague vs inform-
ative prior) made little difference in the ultimate result. The 
more important difference arose from the choice of study subset. 
While a moderately strong association in the causal direction was 
apparent in the Asian/*10 subset, further restriction to studies with 
biologically plausible effect sizes yielded an attenuated summary 
association. Our overall impression from this exercise is that the 
association between reduced CYP2D6 activity and breast cancer 
recurrence or mortality in tamoxifen- treated women is either 
null or of small magnitude. Other stakeholders in this topic area 
are likely to reach similar conclusions when they can change 
the methods and study selection criteria to their own liking. 
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However, should disagreements persist, the dialogue over factors 
responsible for the heterogeneous inferences—and therefore the 
priority features of new research studies—are readily informed by 
contrasting the disparate sets of studies. Identifying study charac-
teristics most related to differences in meta- analytical results, and 
therefore to differences in inference, may provide guidance on the 
most productive design of further research. Our interactive appli-
cation cannot compensate for a poorly done meta- analysis, and 
it cannot prevent selective inclusion of studies designed to yield 
a preordained result. This would constitute a misuse of our appli-
cation. We note, however, that susceptibility to selective inclusion 
is not unique to our application and has been raised previously in 
this topic area in particular.38 39

A key feature of effective systematic review and meta- analysis, 
set forth in the founding tenets of the Cochrane Collaboration, 
is the timely and extensive dissemination of evidence to the 
medical and scientific communities. Dissemination of Cochrane 
Reviews has morphed in response to technological trends in 
the decades since Cochrane’s inception—first by print publica-
tion, followed by floppy disks, CD- ROMs and web publication.6 
Despite this electronic evolution, the fundamental approach to 
conducting and reporting meta- analyses has not changed from 
the rigid form imposed by print media. They remain static, unal-
terable bodies of work whose conclusions depend on judgements 
made by a small and select group of authors, some of which may 
not represent the consensus view of other stakeholder groups. 
We have demonstrated that by linking web- based dissemina-
tion with web- based analysis tools, meta- analyses can become 
a transparent process that involves all stakeholders in a given 
topic area, which we argue will better serve the aims of evidence 
synthesis and scientific consensus. It is easy to envision inte-
gration of web- based meta- analysis with the concept of ‘living 
reviews’—wherein the online meta- analysis would be continu-
ally updated with new published studies.7 In the meantime, our 
intention is to refresh our web application annually by adding 
new eligible studies after repeating our literature search and 
systematic review. We expect this approach will help to stem the 
counter- productive ‘metastasis’ of poorly conducted, redundant 
and potentially biased meta- analyses7 under the ageing static 
publication paradigm.
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